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Undergraduate Overview
The undergraduate engineering programs at Parks College of Engineering, Aviation and Technology are designed to give students hands-on, real-world training for an engineering or science-based career. Students interact with faculty in the classroom, the research lab or during group projects in a way that helps the student build confidence and apply their skills in more challenging ways.

Parks College offers undergraduate degree programs in:
- Aerospace engineering
- Biomedical engineering
- Civil engineering
- Computer engineering
- Electrical engineering
- Engineering physics
- Mechanical engineering
- Physics

Graduate Overview
The graduate programs in engineering at Saint Louis University’s Parks College of Engineering, Aviation and Technology provide students with the depth of knowledge necessary to pursue advanced academic or industrial work in a modern, ever-changing world. Students learn enhanced analytical skills through an in-depth understanding of major theoretical and practical concepts, written and oral communication skills as applied to technical areas, and the critical and creative thinking skills required to conduct state-of-the-art research.

Parks College offers a Master of Science in Engineering and a Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering in the following disciplines:
- Aerospace engineering
- Mechanical engineering
- Biomedical engineering
- Civil engineering
- Electrical & Computer engineering (M.S. Non-Thesis only)
- Engineering physics (M.S. only)

Accreditation
The aerospace engineering, biomedical engineering, civil engineering, computer engineering, electrical engineering, engineering physics and mechanical engineering undergraduate curricula are accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission of ABET, www.abet.org (https://www.abet.org).

Programs
Undergraduate
- Aerospace Engineering, B.S. (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/aerospace-engineering-bs/)
- Aerospace Engineering, Minor (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/aerospace-engineering-minor/)
- Biomedical Engineering, B.S. (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/biomedical-engineering-bs/)
- Biomedical Engineering, Minor (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/biomedical-engineering-minor/)
- Civil Engineering, B.S. (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/civil-engineering-bs/)
- Computer Engineering, B.S. (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/computer-engineering-bs/)
- Electrical Engineering, B.S. (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/electrical-engineering-bs/)
- Engineering Bachelors to Engineering, M.S. Accelerated Program (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/accelerated-bachelors-masters/)
- Mechanical Engineering, B.S. (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/mechanical-engineering-bs/)
- Mechanical Engineering, Minor (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/mechanical-engineering-minor/)

Graduate
- Engineering, M.S. (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/engineering-ms/)
- Engineering, Ph.D. (http://catalog.slu.edu/colleges-schools/engineering-aviation-technology/engineering/engineering-phd/)
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